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Introduction 

Rentsch Legal refers to significant changes regarding certificated bearer shares which brings the new Act on Increasing of the 
Transparency of Joint Stock Companies and on Amending of Other Laws („Transparency Act“). In addition to the complete recodification 
of the whole private law under the new Civil Code and the Act on Corporations with the effect on 1.1.2014, the Transparency Act brings 
other news which will considerably affect joint stock companies in particular.  

This newsletter will provide you with an overview of the proposed changes of the legal regulation which will help you to get prepared for 
the related legal issues and consequences in advance.  
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Bearer shares today  

The current legal regulation allows joint stock companies to issue certificated bearer shares without any restrictions. 

These shares can be further transferred without limitation and the person who submits the shares in a general meeting of the company 
may then exercise the shareholder rights.   

The new legal regulation is a consequence of the criticism of anonymous joint stock companies which issue certificated bearer shares. 
According to the authors of the Transparency Act, it is hard to decipher the shareholder structure in these companies. The business 
environment is not transparent then and it is not possible to guarantee an effective control of cash flow within the public procurement. 
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What brings the Transparency Act? 

1. The Transparency Act forbids the issuance of certificated bearer shares with an immediate effect (i.e. on June 30, 2013). There are 
following consequences connected therewith, in particular: 

• the prohibition of the certificated bearer shares will primarily affect companies which are going to issue these shares; 

• henceforth, bearer shares can be only issued as 

i. uncertificated (book-entry or paperless) shares – these shares are not issued in a certificated form but they exist in a 
form of an entry in the central evidence of shares containing data about the owner of these shares; 

ii. immobilised shares – certificated bearer shares which can not be handed over to the shareholder but the whole 
emission of these shares is to be deposited at the entity who is authorized to keep the separate evidence of investment 
instruments (e.g. bank); 

• companies who already have been issuing certificated bearer shares by the day when the Transparency Act comes into force, 
may issue these shares according to the present legal regulation; however, they must obey obligations imposed by the 
Transparency Act (see point 2 below). 
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What brings the Transparency Act? (follow-up)  

2. If companies do not change the form (from bearer shares to shares registered in shareholder‘s name) or nature (recording of the 
shares in the central evidence of shares) of their shares or if they do not immobilise (deposit) certificated bearer shares by the 
authorized person (e.g. bank) within the transitional period, certificated bearer shares will automatically change to shares 
registered in shareholder‘s name on 1.1.2014. There are following consequences connected therewith, in particular: 

• Board of Directors of the company must bring the Articles of Association of the company in compliance with the Transparency 
Act until 30.6.2014, i.e. the respective provision of the Articles of Association regulating the form of certificated shares of the 
company which will change to the shares registered in shareholder‘s name on 1.1.2014, is to be adjusted; 

• Board of Directors of the company must file the application for a registration of the new form of shares registered in 
shareholder‘s name in the Commercial Register within the same time period; 

• shareholders of the company must submit their certificated bearer shares in order to commute them for new shares registered 
in shareholder‘s name within these time period; 

• if the shareholder makes default in the submission of certificated bearer shares to their exchange, the shareholder is not entitled 
to exercise shareholder rights ascribed to these shares during the default (e.g. the right to appear at the General Meeting, claim 
on profit; 

• Board of Directors of the company publish the call for submission of the shares in the same way which applies to the assembly 
of the General Meeting until 30.3.2014 at the latest; 

• if the General Meeting of the company approves the distribution of the profit while the shareholder makes default in the 
submission of the shares, the shareholder‘s claim on profit will not arise. 
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How can you get prepared for the changes?  

Rentsch Legal helps you to 

• change (from certificated bearer shares to certificated shares registered in shareholder‘s name), nature (recording of the 
shares in the central evidence of shares) or immobilization (deposition at the bank) of the certificated bearer shares as well as 

• to carry out related actions like the adjustment of the Articles of Association of the company with regard to the new form or 
nature of the shares, including (i) arranging the General Meeting which shall approve the change of the Articles of Association 
of the company, (ii) execution of the notary deed thereof, and (iii) application for the registration of changes in the 
Commercial Register; and 

• negotiate and conclude contracts with other subjects (central depository, bank). 


